Three steps to join TOREV

1. **COMPLETE TOREV APPLICATION** - [HTTP://HPSCHAPTERS.ORG/NORTHCAROLINA/](HTTP://HPSCHAPTERS.ORG/NORTHCAROLINA/)

2. **COMPLETE ONLINE CLASSES ON INCIDENT COMMAND SYSTEM**: ICS 100, 200, 700 AND 800 [HTTP://WWW.TRAINING.FEMA.GOV/EMIWEB/IS/ICSRESOURCE/INDEX.HTM](HTTP://WWW.TRAINING.FEMA.GOV/EMIWEB/IS/ICSRESOURCE/INDEX.HTM)

3. **SIGN INTO SERVNC** - [HTTPS://WWW.SERVNC.ORG/AGREEMENT.PHP?MODE=UNIT](HTTPS://WWW.SERVNC.ORG/AGREEMENT.PHP?MODE=UNIT)
TOREV Updates

• 2012-A working group was formed on behalf of CRCPD-CDC grant – NC HPS, NC RPS, TOREV, NC OEMS, NC EM, NC PHP&R

• 2012- A Round table discussion included TOREV Leadership, Agency Section Chiefs and stakeholders-

• 2012- TOREV participated in the Catawba Nuclear Power Plant exercise and REACTS-NC.

• 2012- TOREV performs outreach to NCSRT, NCNMT, NCEM, REP Meeting, MRC, and EM County outreach.

• January 16, 2013 – Wake County EM Hosted a IPZ RAD 101 and CRC training-RPS/Wake County EM/NC Ag

• April 4, 2013- Wake County EM IPZ-Community Reception Center/Population Monitoring- non graded event- participants from Jan 16, 2913 will now test their skills in Population Monitoring and CRC operations

• April 30- IPZ-CT Harris Nuclear Power Plant Drill

• ServNC is now ready for ALL TOREV volunteers to sign into- This is a new requirement for TOREV- Time 5 min

• CRCPD-CDC grant is $25,000 – a no cost extension and request for additional funds- extends date Nov 30, 2013

• Central and Western Regional EM County Hosts and partnerships formed- Eastern EM Host needed

• Feb 2013 NC DHHS Newsletters gives recognition to work being done by TOREV and state agencies